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Abstract: Computer video games have become highly interesting to educators and 
researchers since their sophistication has improved considerably over the 
last decade. Studies indicate simple video games touting educational 
benefits are common in classrooms. However, a need for identifying truly 
useful games for educational purposes exists. This article begins with an 
examination of lower level learning in so-called edutainment products and 
concludes with an example of an advanced social studies simulation that 
fosters higher order thinking. The article identifies characteristics of highly 
cognitive virtual interactive environments and offers a detailed index and 
scoring rubric as a tool for teachers and preservice teachers to use when 
evaluating the tendencies a video game demonstrates toward encouraging 
higher order thinking in its participants.

Cite Gee 2003b – computer videogames and home console videogames share similar properties; in 
this article videogames refers only to computer videogames 

Goal of article – to prove established means of assessing higher order thinking within: 
1) commercially available videogames 
2) modified videogames 
3) teacher-developed videogames; also to assist educators in deciding which videogames to use with 
students; also to spark more cognitive research in videogame development and deployment 

Within last decade – computer videogames much more sophisticated hence the acknowledgment 
that they offer educational benefits common in classrooms. 

Lower level learning in edutainment products 

Example of advanced social studies simulation = higher order thinking 

Characteristics of highly cognitive virtual interactive environments – 

Detailed index & scoring rubric as tool for teachers when evaluating videogames – 

Paper based games for education – surged in 60s and 70s among educators; but then a back to 
basics movement squashed this 

Juul 2001 – now renewed interest in videogames and how they affect pedagogy of teaching 




